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The development of low-cost, high-rise residential
buildings is extraordinarily challenging. Housing units
are the building blocks of the city, and, therefore, the
subject of developers’ day-to-day work. Because of the
familiar, ubiquitous nature of the program, innovation
becomes truly disruptive. This challenge was at the core
of the event Disruption Days NY 2020, where Gómez
Platero was invited to participate together with nine
other Latin American architectural firms.
The design brief called for designing a prototype
that could face a new world of possibilities within the
accessible high-rise housing market, on a 10,000 sqm

plot of a medium-sized Latin American city, with a
maximum price of USD 50,000 per unit.
As well as getting to know the vision that leading
Latin American architectural firms have for the future
through their specific designs, the purpose of the event
was to integrate international best practices, foster
discussion between the participants, generate new
ideas within the realm of real estate, and become acquainted with global innovation practices that may be
applicable in Latin America.
In the following pages we will share our solution,
and explain our added-value proposal.
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The home as the foundation
of a life plan

from the need
for housing
to the search
for well-being

As if dealing with a picture taken from real life, projects that
service market segments and specific moments are designed
as a reaction to aspirational, static, instant products. However,
homes endure, and reality changes significantly with the
passage of time. This leads us to design products that “furnish”
life, as opposed to offering a price for a typology per square
meter.

The home as the basis
for a life plan
We perceive housing as an opportunity to generate platforms capable of supporting a life plan. Our purpose is much
broader than merely to provide an answer to market requirements—rather, we wish to bring to the table the quality of
life of individuals, as we foster well-being with each project.
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The cost of housing

Cost of living

The following graphic represents the basic cost structure of any project: the cost of land, construction, project development, professional fees, permits, administrative tasks, financial charges, and advertising, among
others. When configuring the price of each unit, the
expected return on investment and the conditions of
the supply market are overlaid onto the previously
mentioned elements.

In general, adjusting the cost of housing means impacting construction costs—given their dominant participation in configuring the price—or the cost of the plot.
All of these components—without which the deal cannot be closed—turn into opportunities for the developer
to structure the cost of housing.

purchase
l c
land

usd 50 000
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planning
s

construction

Being able to have a positive impact on the cost of living
increases the value of a project. There is a before and after when it comes to purchasing a home, which is linked
to the dynamics of life itself. The cost of living comprises
a set of needs that are fundamental to a person's development: work, health, education, leisure, culture, infrastructure and transportation, among others.

soft
cost

r

The costs associated with living go beyond the price
of the unit. It is vital to conceive of projects in a comprehensive manner, with a wider, long-term outlook that
can positively influence the users' budget without necessarily having an impact on the cost of the home.

purchase
l c

maintenance,
adaptation
s

r
expenses
access to services

return on
investment

usd 50 000

culture
leisure
mobility
education
health
infrastructure
work
logistics
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From the cost of land
to the value of land
Restoring the city center

the peripheral
city

Peripheral City
Without a doubt, the cost of land plays an instrumental
role in a development. It is standard practice to try to
acquire inexpensive land at a distance from the city.
But many times, we are unaware of the major negative
impact that these actions have on the configuration of
our habitat.
Negative aspects of the new peripheries
• Depletion of the soil, the ecosystems and the natural
landscape
• Depreciation of urban value
• Impact on the cost of infrastructure
• Burden on the cost of life: higher logistics and transportation costs, with their respective impact on time
• Impact on the environment and the urban landscape
By relocating to the periphery, we lose contact with nature, and irrationally sprawl an impoverished city, supported by mobility infrastructures that link together
non-urban areas. This departure towards periphery
carries about a depreciation of the value of consolidated urban areas and the progressive emptying of urban
centers. These costs are individual as well as collective,
and are ultimately undertaken by society as a whole.
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low-quality public space
monothematic urbanization
no cultural value
no services
low connectivity
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the city
as a platform
for exchange
and proximity
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Restoring the city center
The central areas of the consolidated city are equipped with
all the necessary elements (infrastructure, transportation,
services), in a radical opposition to the new peripheries:
low-density, with no mixed uses, themed.
Rerouting the value of the land implies returning to the
city center, to consolidated logistics, to urban spatial qualities related to heritage and identity. We must welcome areas that promote a vital exchange between individuals and
a sense of community-building.
This return from the periphery to the center gives us an
opportunity to naturalize the city, in a direction opposite to
the artificialized nature that promoted a shift towards the
periphery in the first place.
50,000 dollars in the consolidated city end up being
worth much more than 50,000 dollars in the periphery. At
equivalent prices, the difference in value is extraordinary.

high connectivity
infrastructure
multi-functionality
diversity
cultural value
heritage
sustainability
naturalization
position value
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Emerging city
For the design task at hand, we chose Puebla, a medium-sized city with a consolidated structure and great expectations for development. We selected a vacant lot in a
central area, as an example of the existing opportunities
for finding good-quality, well-positioned land at a moderate cost.
The plot dimensions allowed us to envision a project
that would be feasible, with a special interest in configuring a high-quality city that would outline and support
the creation of public spaces of relevance for the city. A
dedicated pedestrian restoration space is proposed on the
axis of Avenida Juárez.

puebla,
mexico
zona esmeralda
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Outside of development hot-zones, the cost of certain
central plots can be equated to that in the peripheries.
For purposes of a low-cost housing program, there is
value in reconsidering central locations, with a wide
array of existing infrastructure and services.

zócalo of puebla
paseo bravo

juarez ave.

0 - 5’
health services
school
gyms
transport
terminals

plot

5 - 10’

museums
hotel
university
campus
drugstore
hotel
suermarket

theater
restaurants
university
bank
subway st.
juarez monument

high position value
high infrastructural connectivity
identity

The plot is only 100 km from Mexico City, in a city of
very high heritage value, with an extraordinary landscape.
The land is certainly more costly, but its capacity to
support life is much greater.

cathedral

parking lot
sports areas
stores

old town
superstores
shopping malls
exhibition
center
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vacant central areas
set of strategic plots
centrality

popocatépetl volcano

iztaccihuatl volcano

cerro de san juan

0 - 5’
health service
school
gyms
transport
terminals

5 - 10’
old town
superstores
shopping malls
exhibition
center

juarez ave.
plot

church of
the heavens
offices
offices
restaurant
hotel
offices
theater
restaurants
studios
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relevant public
space
to build is to
develop the city
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Public space
and community building
Whenever we design a building, we are building the city.
This civic responsibility supposes expanding, connecting and giving continuity to the natural conditions of the
space we collectively share.
The experience of inhabiting space is where buildings
are set within a continuous dialogue, establishing a natural
gradient of continuities between the space of the city and
the space of the individual units.
Making use of a strong extroversion, the structure of
the project arranges a variety of activities in the ground
floor levels, strengthening and intensifying urban life.
Common areas that progressively unfold are proposed in
the immediate upper levels, allowing for regulating the
levels of exchange between the public space of the city,
and the private space of the unit, at will.

significant collective experiences
spatial and social cohesion
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From property
to residential
communities

Construction projects bear the great responsibility of
becoming places for encounter, interaction, well-being,
enjoyment and joy, in which the experience of living is
completed outside of each specific unit.

Shared space
Common, or shared space, acquires special prominence
in community building. Each community creates its own
places for relating with one another, thereby constructing
its own identity.
Shared areas give character to public and private spaces. Acting as an interface with urban public space, they
are where the private areas of each dwelling unit naturally unfold outward. These strategic spaces give a sense
of completion to one’s life plans, including areas for work,
education, leisure, recreation and health. They gain further
importance due to the progressive reduction of the private
space of housing units.
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encounter,
interaction,
well-being,
enjoyment,
happiness
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from common
spaces
to strategic
amenities
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Fulfilling life plans

New families that are consolidating their first employment relationships and undergoing transformative
processes of their family structure are most in need for
new configurations of the offer.
“Why not think about developments focused on
family requirements, on children, work and all of the
dimensions that support the development of these
groups?”
In order to sustain these life plans, we must consider work-related activities beyond the office, such as
the retail sector—also, activities pertaining to values,
education, and skills training.
The program of the proposed grouping reflects the
possibility of supporting life plans in need of these resources, something which is intimately bound to the
experience of contemporary life, extraordinarily continuous and based on the mixture and hybridation of
activities that overlap in time.
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In the usual manner, the design outlines the perimeter of
the city block. The central areas maintain the alignment of
the street, while at the same time defining interior voids of
varied scale which organize the built mass as a community of
buildings.

multi-functional common spaces
discretional common spaces
relevant locations
significant experiences
transfer of value to private space

23 SUR ST.

Buildings define and replicate the variation of the
consolidated tissue. They strongly connect at the level
of public space, but are also segmented as we move
away from level zero. Extroverted activities pour into
the pedestrian space of the street along the perimeter
of the building, as a pedestrian interchange platform is
created on a higher level, to be used specifically by the
residents of the building.

JUAREZ AVE.
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5 P AVE.

JUAREZ AVE.

RETAIL SPACE
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CENTRAL PLAZA

We detected an area of opportunity where the building
liaises with the public realm. Ground floors and lower levels must be able to withstand transformations
throughout time. The most specialized dwelling areas,
which are bound to suffer the least morphological variations, are located in the uppermost levels.
Facing Juarez Ave., we placed commercial renting
units, which may be used by residents to complete
their life plan. Activities that complement life can take
place here, taking advantage of the pedestrianization of
the avenue to expand and colonize through use.
We believe that the rear facade must be reserved
for work areas, shops related with the production of
crafts, training on work-related habits, and education.

SHOPS / STUDIOS
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AMENITIES

Ground floor

SHOP
HOUSING
RETAIL
PARKING
PLAZA

The central space is reserved for parking spaces at
street level. This has the enormous advantage of keeping vehicles hidden by the urban landscape while at
the same time retaining a high capacity for transformation. Its dimensions and spatial qualities allow it to
be used for different purposes—for example, to organize a fair, event, exhibit, or show. In this way, it becomes a platform that may be rented out to help with
expenses.

CO-WORKING
TRACK
URBAN TERRACE
BARBEQUE AREA
COMMUNAL GARDEN
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common
multi-functional
spaces
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income-generating
multi-functional
spaces
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HOUSING

Level n+6

AMENITIES
AMENITIES
URBAN TERRACE

The common platform unfolds in this level, commanded by two longitudinal polygons and three transversal, themed, landscaped patios. The avenue gives way
to a linear hall which sorts the access to all of the residential bays, which are defined around the patios.

PLAZA
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SPORTS AREA

FRONT-FACING GALLERY

5 P AVE.

JUAREZ AVE.

SHARED WORK

CENTRAL PLAZA
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CENTRAL PLAZA

SHOPS / STUDIOS
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significant
experiences
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Discretional common
spaces
On the other end, a sports area dedicated to leisure,
the culture of sharing through games, and sports practice can be found on the rear facade. This space can
be named after the activity that is taking place inside,
and has a structural and spatial capacity that enables
future transformation.
We can imagine the front and rear lobbies as areas
of very high interaction with the public realm, mediating between the space of the dwelling units.
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significant
experiences
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Discretional common
spaces
The box suspended from level +9 is a space meant for
study and collaborative work.
A community of patios is structured between these
two fronts, defining the conditions of inhabitability of
the residential tissue through 15m-volumes that feature a central circulation.
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HOUSING

Level n+9

AMENITIES / KIDS
AMENITIES / YOUTH
AMENITIES / ADULTS

The strategic position of the service cores allows operating on the building’s height and gives each of the
components a different shape, to adjust to the immediate urban landscape.

CO-WORKING
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relevant
positions
transfer
of value to
private space
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HOUSING
PLAZA
AMENITIES
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Level n+18
Another strategic component appears on this level:
a bridge connecting all of the buildings together. This
bridge runs through all the volumes in the grouping,
reuniting amenity platforms and natural extensions
which link all of the project components mid-air, turning them into a landscape. There is a gradation of the
built mass: a very high continuity in the lower levels gives way to a progressive segmentation that organizes a
variety of volumes in the upper levels.
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significant
collective
experiences
spatial and
social cohesion
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HOUSING

Level n+30

PLAZA
TRACK
COMMUNAL GARDEN
BARBEQUE AREA
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Common areas are a true reflection of these communities—they are places of encounter and connection that
appear throughout the building. As we travel up to the
rooftops, they become landscapes and balconies overlooking the city. We seized the opportunity to develop
common activities (barbeque areas, communal gardens, training tracks), taking into account the different
positions and orientations of the compound.
These experiences, which are located on different
levels throughout the building, strengthen a system of
relations between components and people, and are
vital in constructing identity within the volumes. This
includes, aside from the units themselves, the incorporation of amenities oriented towards nurturing and
complementing residential space.
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Interaction with the
surrounding urban
tissue
The volumetric array is a reflection of the community
formed by the homeowners, and is strongly devoted to
complementing private, residential spaces with a variety of services and amenities that give cohesion, identity
and value to the complex.
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Customization
Furnishing your life

Customization

USD 50 000 = USD 40 000 + 10 000
BASE TYPOLOGY
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EXPANSION KIT

The enormous variety of audiences and interests is extraordinary. Reality is divergent and dynamic. However,
the available housing supply for these diverse groups
poses a major obstacle due to a long-standing inertia. The reaction to demand variations are typological
structures that are minimal, repeated and extremely
stereotypical.
Demand changes to such an extent in our constantly evolving reality that we firmly believe mechanisms
need to be invented to allow the units’ typological
base to adapt to the different stages of the life plans
of individuals.
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USD 50 000 = USD 40 000 + 10 000

base typology expansion kit

UPPER
MONO GROUND
CUBOFLOOR
PB
CUBO FLOOR
PA
MONO
CUBE

STUDIO

CUBE

2D BUTTERFLY

2B BUTTERFLY

STUDIO

1.20

2D LOCK OFF

2B LOCK OFF

1.50

1.20

2D 2B

2D DUPLEX
PB
2B DUPLEX

GROUND FLOOR

Base typology +
Expansion kit
Demand is so widely changing, with a reality in constant transformation, that mechanisms must be invented to allow adapting the units’ base typology to the
different stages of individuals’ life plans.
For this reason, we have divided the USD 50,000
price into two components. On the one hand, a price
for a fixed base typology, and, on the other, a variable
balance to choose from, within a limited set of possibilities, depending on the decisive nature of the form and
the moment in life the users may be experiencing. This
kit will allow them to become involved in the process
of completing the domestic landscape.

CIRCULACIÓN
CIRCULATION

1.20
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2B
1.20

CIRCULACIÓN
CIRCULATION

2D
2B

1D

1.20

2D DUPLEX
PB
2B DUPLEX

GROUND FLOOR

2D DUPLEX
PB
2B DUPLEX

GROUND FLOOR

2D DUPLEX
PB
2B DUPLEX

GROUND FLOOR
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USD 50 000 = USD 40 000 + 10 000

expansion kit

base typology

EXPANSIVE

Interior 4.5m2

Base typology +
Expansion kit

FURNITURE

Exterior 4.5m2

Exterior 2.0m2

Garden 1.2m2

Planter

Living room

FEATURES

Bedroom

Dining room

Home office

APPLIANCES
LSR

AA

CAL

AA

UI

Closet

Breakfast bar

Hidden bed

Duplex stairway

FEATURES

Cooktop

Extra bathroom

Refrigerator

Washer/
dryer

Oven

FINISHES

Water
heater

UE

AC

REVENUE
Services

TV

The typological structure of the design, associated with
the constructive nature of the building, defines stable
widths perched behind the facade, featuring a central
circulation, thus minimizing the impact of the vertical
circulations. The base typology offering is ample, as well
as the possibility of interspersing a variety of structures
throughout the different levels of the building.
This allows adapting to the market for one level, studio, one-bedroom, two-bedroom, and butterfly
units, already incorporating the features of the typological foundation.

Commercial spaces
Parking spaces
AA

Sliding

Opaque
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Hinged

Fixed

Protection

Rustic

Melamine
white or color

Wood

Paper

Electric
panel

Shop
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USD 50 000 = USD 40 000 + 10 000
base typology

MONO

CUBO PB

CUBO PA

MONO

2D BUTTERFLY

2D LOCK OFF

expansion kit

Completing the home

1D

APPLIANCES
LSR

CAL

AA
AA

UI

Cooktop

Refrigerator

Washer/
dryer

Oven

UE

Water
heater

AC

TV

FURNITURE

two bedrooms
level +15
expansive
furniture

Living room

Bedroom

Dining room

Home office

EXPANSIVE
LSR

CAL

AA
AA

UI

Interior 4.5m2

Exterior 4.5m2

Exterior 2.0m2

UE

Garden 1.2m2

Planter

FEATURES

35.000
37.500
usd
usd
usd
50,000

LSR
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2D

2D DUPLEX PB

AA
AA

UI

Closet

2D

CAL

Breakfast bar

Hidden bed

2D DUPLEX PB

Duplex stairway

UE

We believe that these variations must be accompanied
by choices allowing users to select and customize the
unit’s base. This will allow configuring the unit price
according to expectations, starting with the base, and
taking into consideration the importance that other
dimensions acquire, for instance, outdoor spaces. The
client may choose to have a suspended terrace on the
outside of the building, as a natural extension of their
private unit.
Something similar happens with green areas, private gardens and the expansion of indoor areas. This
also extends to the features, furniture, appliances, the
characteristics of interior finishes, and even the composition of the facade.

Extra bathroom

2D DUPLEX PB

2D DUPLEX PB
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USD 50 000 = USD 40 000 + 10 000

USD 50 000 = USD 40 000 + 10 000

base typology expansion kit

MONO

CUBO PB

CUBO PA

2D
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2D

MONO

base typology expansion kit

2D BUTTERFLY

2D DUPLEX PB

2D DUPLEX PB

2D LOCK OFF

2D DUPLEX PB

1D

2D DUPLEX PB
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camila, 27 years old
visual artist
student
studio apartment
balcony 1m + finishes

Camila chose a studio apartment with medium
finishes, since it doubles as an artist’s studio.
But she can also teach on level +18, in the central
sector, by booking a specific space.

Same cost,
different value
These explorations allow customizing units and at the
same time become visible in the building’s configuration.
Taking part in the process and adapting the characteristics
of the unit becomes a factor that sets the building apart
within the real estate market.
At the end of the day, the units will still cost USD 50,000,
but the user gets to choose how they will be configured
and which components will define them, according to
their own expectations. This becomes an element of extraordinary power within the current real estate market.
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spatial adaptation of the support
to the user.
the building as a platform that
organizes “inhabitable products”,
both diverse and specific, providing
an answer for all market segments
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virginia, santiago,
27 and 30 years old
sports, gastronomy
1-bedroom apartment
balcony 2m + finishes
furniture + appliances
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This couple has decided on a smaller-sized unit,
but one that is completely furnished and equipped
with appliances. Their way of life also allows them
to incorporate a balcony—something fundamental,
the way they see it.

carolina, juan, 40 and 38
years old + 2 kids + pet
freelance, retailer
1-bedroom apartment
balcony 2m + finishes
furniture + appliances

The family went for a duplex base typology.
They have two children and differing callings
and interests, for which they take advantage
of the kit, not as a literal translation within the
physical space of the unit, but complementing
it on the outside, by renting one of the
commercial spaces that are found on the
ground floor.
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Innovation
and development

modular construction system
dry assembly
versatile structural matrix

efficiency in
construction time
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Innovation
and development
A comprehensive design system of modular components,
detailed engineering and assembly procedures underlies
the design, which is developed to have an impact on construction costs and execution times. Taking advantage of
an economy of scale, their use may be replicated in other
projects, consolidating the developer’s brand identity and
guaranteeing a return on investment that builds over time,
thus mitigating the initial cost of implementation of the
system.
Component prefabrication and onsite assembly of
structural pieces, as well as pre-assembled and semi-finished elements, will produce accumulated savings in terms
of time and construction costs.
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innovation
that creates
value
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Facade components, pre-assembled interior partitions, and
prefabricated slabs take on a fixed dimensional base which
is compatible within the construction industry. The same
happens with fittings and interior technical installations.
These criteria translate into a modular grid with a stable base
which binds together all of the building components.
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development
as the driver
for change
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There are not many highly comprehensive systems
available in the market, something which must be created,
developed, encouraged, and also financed. We are very
used to construction companies working as islands on their
own topics of interest. The same happens with the other
stakeholders that take part in the process: architectural
design, engineering, financing and sales. These processes
are linear and sequential, supported by isolated precedents
and independent actors. The site comes first, and then the
plot, the project, the different engineering systems, bidding
processes, and construction costs, to complete the cycle with
a final sale.
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Common denominator
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plot

s
construction
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soft return on
cost investment

The developer is the only one who takes part in all phases
of the business. Let’s suppose they undertake the role of
aligning the work of all the different stakeholders, linking
together the design of the commercial product with the
architecture, technology/construction and marketing. The
value would then be extremely enhanced. This outlook
would even allow consolidating a community of profit,
which is nowadays isolated, and redirecting them towards
an alignment of interests that yields value for everyone involved.

usd 50 000
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Value for all
The benefits reach all of the stakeholders:
• The community at large enjoys a city of a higher quality, one
that is environmentally sustainable, and strongly supports
local identities.
• The city is consolidated, central areas become denser, urban
rehabilitation processes are promoted, and there is a more
efficient use of the infrastructure, work development is
strengthened, as well as that of local communities.
• Properties and users obtain a wide-ranging, comprehensive
solution that adapts to their needs.
• The developer crystallizes a brand identity and is able to
invest and align processes of innovation with interesting
value proposals in the configuration of their businesses.
• Technological innovation and residential product flexibility
will allow creating and exporting value to all levels. We
began with a sales price and gradually understood that a
comprehensive outlook on housing allowed us to design
projects that are better suited to the characteristics of the
contemporary market.
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Making Earth the Best Place to Live
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We are a global architecture and urban
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